Abstract-This paper presents simple analytical models of hybrid TCP congestion controls, which switch loss-based mode and delay-based mode adaptively, and tries their performance tuning. We firstly present ideal behavior models of three kinds of TCP congestion controls (loss-based, delay-based and hybrid). We then give abstracted models of the actual hybrid TCP s and consider their performance tuning. Finally, experiments validate analytical expectations and effectiveness of the hybrid TCP.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that TCP-Reno [1] and its siblings [2] [3] are widely deployed in the current Internet. However, it has been revealed that performance of TCP-Reno families deteriorates in high-speed networks (and in wireless networks). This is primary due to its congestion control, whose congestion window (cwnd) is increased by one Maximum Segment Size (MSS) every RTT and halved upon packet losses.
To overcome this problem, a number of TCP variants have been proposed. They can be classified into three categories; loss-based (window-based), delay-based (rate-based) and their hybrid (mixed loss-delay-based). Loss-based control modifies the AIMD (Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) mechanism of TCP-Reno to quickly increase and slowly decrease the cwnd. Examples are High-speed TCP (HSTCP) [4] , Scalable TCP (STCP) [5] , early versions of TCPWestwood (TCPW) [6, 7, 8] , BIC [9] , CUBIC [10] and H-TCP [11] . Delay-based control exploits RTT to predict network congestion before packet losses happen and shows excellent performance in throughput efficiency. Examples are TCPVegas [12] and FAST-TCP [13] . However, it is well known that their performances are degraded when competing with loss-based flows.
Hybrid TCP congestion control which combines both modes had appeared recently. Examples are Compound TCP (CTCP) [14] , TCP-Adaptive Reno (ARENO) [15] , TCPIllinois [16] , YeAH-TCP [17] and our TCP-Fusion [18] . They adaptively switch two modes according to congestion level measurement estimated from RTT. Hybrid TCP has two advantages against conventional methods; high throughput efficiency and inter-protocol fairness (friendliness). Throughput efficiency is provided thanks to its delay-based property especially when there is unused link capacity. Complete friendliness to TCP-Reno is provided thanks to its loss-mode. Hybrid TCP can eliminate drawbacks of conventional methods as long as its mode switching is carried out in a deliberate manner.
On the other hand, performance modeling of conventional TCPs has been executed by many papers. The most famous one is for modeling TCP-Reno's congestion avoidance [19, 20] which derives TCP throughput as a function of packet loss rate and RTT. This work is promptly extended to cover slow start phase [21] , to derive TCP friendly rate control [22, 23] and to define response functions as common performance measures of TCP variants [4, 5, 9, 10, 14] . Modeling of delay-based controls and TCPW are also conducted in [24, 25, 26, 27] .
However, within the authors' knowledge, performance analysis of the hybrid TCP has not yet been studied sufficiently. [14] derives a response function of CTCP, but its scope is limited to a narrow case of hybrid TCP usage. [28] provides useful results about CTCP and TCP-Illinois but no analytical evaluations are shown. Since there had been no analytical framework on hybrid TCP performance, we had to repeat simulations and implementations quite many times. This paper therefore proposes simple analytical models of hybrid TCP congestion controls and tries their performance tuning. We firstly present ideal behavior models of loss-based, delay-based and hybrid TCPs. We then provide abstracted models of existing hybrid TCPs and consider their performance tuning. Experimental results validate our expectations and prove effectiveness of the hybrid TCPs. This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents analytical models of TCP variants. Section III gives various experimental results. Section IV concludes this paper.
II. SIMPLE ANALYTICAL MODELS OF HYBRID TCP CONGESTION CONTROLS

A. Ideal Models
We define ideal models of congestion avoidance behaviors of three congestion controls; loss-based, delay-based and hybrid. For loss-based control, we assume an AIMD control which is equivalent to TCP-Reno, in which cwnd is increased by one per RTT round and is halved upon packet losses. For delay-based control, we assume a model which tries to fill a pipe of the bottleneck link without causing buffering delay. In this case, when there is no residual capacity in a pipe, delaybased control has no chance to put packets into the pipe. 
For hybrid control, we assume that it adaptively switches lossmode and delay-mode according to network condition. When RTT stays at its minimum value, hybrid control works in delay-mode and fills a pipe. When RTT increase is observed due to packet buffering, hybrid control works in loss-mode until next packet losses happen.
Let p and w denote packet loss rate and cwnd when packet losses occur. In case of TCP-Reno, it is well known that their relationship is given by 2 3 8 w p =
(1) [21, 22] . This equation is derived by observing periodic behavior of congestion avoidance phase of TCP-Reno. It may be applied to random loss cases due to channel errors and random drops by a RED router [21] . Let W represent cwnd which just fills a bottleneck link, that is equivalent to BDP (Bandwidth-Delay Product) of the pipe. We then represent long-term congestion avoidance behaviors by using two parameters w and W.
1) Single Flow Model
We consider a single flow model in which there are no competing flows. Fig.1 shows its connection topology. Then, congestion control behaviors can be classified into three cases as below.
• Case 1: Router buffer is bigger than BDP and packet losses are mainly caused by buffer overflow (W<w/2). In this case, hybrid control always behaves as loss-based control.
• Case 2: Router buffer is smaller than BDP or packet losses happen during packet buffering due to random drops or random errors (w/2≤W<w). In this case, hybrid control behaves as delay-based control when cwnd is smaller than BDP (i.e. residual capacity exists) and behaves as lossbased control when cwnd is larger than BDP.
• Case 3: Router buffer stores no packets because packet losses happen severely due to random errors (w≤W). In this case, because there is residual capacity, hybrid control always behaves as delay-based control. 
Note that estimation of loss-based control is completely equal to that of [20] by considering elapsed time as average RTT.
2) Two Flow Model
We then consider a two flow model in which two TCP flows are competing (one is loss-based and the other is lossbased or hybrid). We omit delay-based because cwnd delay = max(W -cwnd loss , 0) in our model definition. Fig.3 shows connection topology of the two flow model. Similar to the previous subsection, congestion control behaviors are classified into three cases. Since there are two flows, w is halved when compared to the single flow case.
• Case 1: Router buffer is bigger than BDP (W < w). In this case, loss-based control and hybrid control behave completely the same.
• Case 2: Router buffer is smaller than BDP or packet losses happen during packet buffering due to random drops or random errors (w ≤ W < 2w). In this case, hybrid control can gain residual capacity in delay-mode until cwnd reaches half of BDP (W/2). After that, it behaves as lossbased control until next packet losses happen.
• Case 3: Router buffer stores no packets because packet losses happen frequently due to random errors (2w ≤ W).
In this case, hybrid control always behaves in delay-mode to fill a pipe. 
B. Abstracted Models of Actual Hybrid TCPs
Next, we consider abstraction of the existing hybrid TCPs; CTCP, ARENO, YeAH-TCP and TCP-Fusion. For this purpose, we focus on their window increase/decrease mechanisms which can be abstracted as shown in Table 3 . For TCP-Fusion, D min is TCP timer granularity to detect RTT change and N is the estimated number of competing flows. Window increase is carried out to fill a pipe in delay-mode and window decrease is carried out when packet losses happen. This window decrease/increase is executed simultaneously at n=0 and w/2 in Cases 2&3 of the ideal hybrid TCP model in Figs.2 and 4 though this is not possible for actual hybrid TCP.
Window increase rate determines how fast the hybrid TCP can refill a pipe after window decrease. Among four methods, TCP-Fusion, CTCP and ARENO show similar increase rates but YeAH-TCP does slower rate due to STCP. Due to this fact, it is expected that YeAH-TCP performance will degrade relatively when large residual capacity exists. Mathematically, TCP-Fusion is designed to refill a pipe in a single RTT round and moves to its steady state (keeping constant cwnd in the single flow case and smoothly decreasing cwnd to adapt to the competing TCP-Reno flow in the two flow case).
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE "GLOBECOM" 2008 proceedings. (5) Assignment of constants (1/2 and 7/8) causes cwnd reduction even if RTT stays at its minimum. Therefore, it is expected that performances of CTCP and YeAH-TCP will degrade when residual capacity exists.
Figs.5 and 6 show congestion window behavior models of four hybrid TCPs for the single flow case (Fig.5 ) and for the two flow case (Fig.6) . Case 1 is omitted because they are the same as those of Figs.2 and 4. Case 3 is separated into two cases according to whether packet losses happen before or after cwnd can refill a pipe, where t 1 and t 2 are the time when the total number of transmitted packets reach BDP. Case 3-2 is the case that CTCP and YeAH-TCP never reach BDP due to constant decrease rate which is smaller than one. We can calculate the number of transmitted packets and elapsed time of single congestion avoidance round of each hybrid TCP similar to Tables 1 and 2 though the results are omitted. Fig.7 shows analytical throughputs of three ideal models (loss, delay and hybrid) and four hybrid models (CTCP, ARENO, YeAH-TCP and TCP-Fusion) when packet loss rates (p) are changed. We also add ns-2 [29] simulation results of TCP-Reno (SACK), FAST-TCP and four hybrids. Experiment parameters of Figs.1 and 3 are as follows: access link is 1Gbps, bottleneck link is 100Mbps, end-to-end RTT min is 40ms, and router buffer size is equal to BDP (333 packets). For analysis, TCP retransmit timeout T 0 is 2*RTT min. Two vertical dashed lines denote borders between Cases 1 and 2 and Cases 2 and 3, respectively. For the single flow case of Fig.7(a) , analytical throughput of TCP-Fusion is equal to that of the ideal hybrid. Analytical throughputs of the ideal delay and hybrid models are almost similar though their RTTs of Case 1 are different. For the two flow case of Fig.7(b) , analytical throughput of the ideal delay case is not shown.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Throughput Efficiency and Friendliness
From these figures, we can recognize that our models can sufficiently approximate simulation results of the single flow case regardless of its simplicity. In the two flow case, approximation is not sufficient for CTCP and YeAH-TCP, but overall tendency can be captured enough. Among TCP variants, TCP-Fusion and FAST always compete for the best performance. They are aligned with the ideal behavior models of delay and hybrid, respectively. A noticeable advantage of TCP-Fusion is observed in Case 1 of Fig.7(b) ; where it can keep inter-protocol fairness (friendliness) to TCP-Reno, but FAST suffers from unfairness due to its delay-based property. A criticism might happen against the importance of Case 3 region, that such a region of high packet loss rates is never used. However, Case 3 region shifts to left (toward low packet loss rate) as bandwidth becomes larger (above 10Gbps).
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B. Performance Tuning
As shown in Fig.7 , CTCP and YeAH-TCP relatively degrade in Case 3 region (though better than TCP-Reno). The reasons are described in the previous section; due to slow window increase of YeAH-TCP and constant (non-adaptive) window decrease of CTCP. Therefore, to validate our analytical assumptions and to promote hybrid TCP potentials, we carried out both the analytical estimations and ns-2 simulations in which their window increase/decrease parameters are modified. In case of YeAH-TCP, we changed STCP's window increase parameter from 1.01 (original) to 1.1. In case of CTCP, we changed a window decrease parameter from 1/2 (original) to 7/8. Such parameter changes are expected to improve their throughput performances (i.e. residual capacity usage) especially in Case 3 region.
Although we omitted details of the evaluation results, parameter tuning above indeed brings performance improvement to CTCP and YeAH-TCP, and they can approach to the ideal hybrid performance in Fig.7 . However, our analytical model cannot reflect influence of too aggressive packet insertion because it truncate surplus packets after it reaches BDP. Therefore, we also evaluate router queue behaviors and impact on competing flows by simulations. As expected, too aggressive parameter assignment like 1.1 for STCP expels competing flows and loses inter-protocol friendliness.
An example result is shown in Fig.8 , in which impact of long-lived TCP variants onto short-lived flows [30] are evaluated. In this experiment, a long-lived flow is one of TCP variants as listed in horizontal axis with their parameter setting. It shares 100Mbps bottleneck link and competes with 100 short-lived flows which appear randomly. The numbers in Fig.8 give total throughputs of short-lived flows. This result show that aggressive parameter assignment expels short-lived flows though it contributes to its own throughput increase. If we assume that TCP-Reno is the best in fairness sense, TCPFusion, YeAH(1.03) and CTCP(7/8) provide good balance between throughput and inter-protocol fairness. 
C. Response Function
Finally, we provide a response function of hybrid TCP, which is defined as the averaged number of transmitted packets per RTT as a function of packet loss rate [4] . Fig.2 directly contributes to this definition. By translating w into p by Eq.(1), the response function of hybrid TCP is given by
Three cases corresponds to those of Fig.2 . Case 1 is TCP-Reno. Case 2 is originally (w-W) 2 /w+W which is hybrid mode. Case 3 is delay-mode. Since the value of Case 3 is unrealistic in lossy condition, we replace it by Eq.(4). Then, Fig.9 presents response functions of TCP-Reno, HS-TCP, STCP and hybrid TCP, where we assume RTT=100ms similar to previous work.
For hybrid TCP, bandwidth parameter W is newly introduced. This is to represent a transition point from Case 1 (loss-mode) to Case 2 (hybrid mode), which scales according
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to bandwidth. We plotted two example curves of 10Gbps and 10Mbps. Since lower packet loss rate is required to always fill up BDP (Case 1), a point at which the hybrid curve hits TCPReno's curve moves left as bandwidth increases. On the other hand, at the right side of the figure (high packet loss rate), the hybrid curve keeps larger packets than HSTCP and STCP as bandwidth increases. This means that hybrid TCP becomes more efficient for high BDP network by exploiting its delaymode. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented simple but useful models and experimental results to promote the hybrid TCP. They quantitatively proved its effectiveness and provided its performance tuning strategies. They can be also utilized for various performance estimation and improvement of the hybrid TCP, some of which are omitted in this paper (e.g. buffering effect onto delay-mode). However, a problem remains that approximation capability of the proposed models is not sufficient especially in Case 3 region and they have to be refined in future. We had published a part of MATLAB code, ns-2 simulation code and Linux implementation code of TCPFusion at [31] .
